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Malcolm Tate hung up his flogger when his submissive sought out another Dom and landed in the hands of a
serial killer. Convinced his lack of dominance sent his sub away, Mal has spent two years blaming himself
for what happened. But when his best friend finally convinces him to go back to the local dungeon, Mal's
grateful. Especially when he wins beautiful, submissive, firmly closeted Kyle Bingham in a charity slave
auction.

College grad Kyle hasn't earned enough to move out of the loft his conservative, homophobic parents
bought, much less to buy any of the other things still in their name. When he's won at auction by the hot,
amazing Mal, he's shocked that anyone would want him. No one else seemed to-not his parents, his former
Doms, or any of his disastrous dates.

But Mal does want him and Kyle lets his guard down, only to be outed to his parents. With his world
crashing down, he must find a way to trust Mal-and their developing relationship-or risk losing everything.
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From reader reviews:

Lori Morgan:

Now a day people who Living in the era everywhere everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources inside can be true or not demand people to be aware of each info they get. How many people to be
smart in receiving any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Examining a book can
help persons out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Beautiful boy book as this book offers you
rich data and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred % guarantees there is no doubt in it you
probably know this.

Marie Daugherty:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information which will give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world can certainly share
their idea. Books can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their very own reader with their
story or their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the books. But also they write about the ability
about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your sons or
daughters, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on this planet always try to improve
their proficiency in writing, they also doing some research before they write to the book. One of them is this
Beautiful boy.

Katherine Clark:

You could spend your free time to learn this book this reserve. This Beautiful boy is simple to develop you
can read it in the park your car, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not have got much space to
bring the particular printed book, you can buy often the e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You
can save the book in your smart phone. And so there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this
book.

Heather Bly:

As a college student exactly feel bored to reading. If their teacher expected them to go to the library or even
make summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's spirit or real
their pastime. They just do what the educator want, like asked to go to the library. They go to generally there
but nothing reading really. Any students feel that reading through is not important, boring along with can't
see colorful photos on there. Yeah, it is being complicated. Book is very important for you personally. As we
know that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, many ways to
reach Chinese's country. Therefore this Beautiful boy can make you feel more interested to read.
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